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ear Members and Friends,
Hoping this editorial finds everyone continuing to stay safe and well in these prolonged
uncertain times.

It is a credit to the Local Group Committee as well as the members themselves that we can in a
strange way celebrate the 2020/21 season as a success. Whilst we were unable to do many of
the things we take for granted, we managed to learn new skills and embrace the online
technology of Zoom. It has allowed us to stay in touch with one another and enjoy a varied,
informative series of talks throughout our 2020/21 season. Our thanks go to Rob Cameron for
putting together the speaker programme as well as all those involved with setting up and using
the Zoom platform as we look forward to another interesting programme of talks in the new
season to come.
Yes, we really can say that Zoom was a success having had 62 regular member attendees each
month as well as attracting many visitors depending upon the speaker and / or topic. We also
supported Wilmslow Guild Birdwatching Group by enabling their members to join us for a monthly
set fee which helped to offset the Zoom licence costs. Due to the present rise in COVID–19
cases and despite the recent easing of Government restrictions it is planned that the first talk of
the new season will be via Zoom. At the time of writing, we await the results of the review of
guidelines for the use of the Macclesfield Community Centre (MCC) formerly known as The
Senior Citizens’ Hall, where at present only gatherings of up to 30 people are allowed.
Fortunately, Rob Cameron had already agreed with many of next season’s speakers that they are
happy to present in person or via Zoom, so we do not envisage any problems if we need to
continue with this format for the foreseeable future.
After a poll of members at our AGM, the Committee made the decision to use Zoom for the
January and February 2022 talks allowing us to enjoy two speakers who are unable to attend in
person due to the distance they live from Macclesfield. This especially applies to our January
speaker who resides 8,000 miles away in the Falklands Islands.
I am sure that you will have noticed The Heron magazine is reaching you in the changed format
of A4. This change has been made to allow our publications to be distributed electronically and
therefore easier to read on screen. The Local Group Committee have decided to distribute
publications electronically as far as possible so making a cost saving on paper, toner, and
postage and in so doing operating the Group in a ‘greener’ way. Paper copies of all publications
will be available to those unable to receive electronic communications, accommodating the needs
of all our members.
Disappointingly, we have not held our usual outdoor events in the 2020/21 season, particularly
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our popular Walk with Nature programme due to the constraints of COVID-19 regulations, our
small number of walk leaders as well as the low member attendance at the one event organised
in May this year to the Goyt Valley. Members’ low attendance at our events may be explained by
our increasingly aging membership together with similar events held by other local wildlife /
birdwatching organisations. Consequently, your Committee plan to hold just four Walk with
Nature events in April and May 2022 with exact dates and venues announced nearer the time.
We look forward to the forthcoming weekend away to Somerset in October, postponed from last
year for those members who have already booked their places. Further details will be sent to
those involved in good time prior to the event. However, due to the still fluid situation regarding
COVID-19 nationally, the Committee have decided not to plan any weekends away for the 2022 /
23 season at this time. Hotel accommodation has proven hard to secure at reasonable costs, so
we wait to see how the situation improves in the future.
Changes to committee roles include Daryll and Derek Bailey taking over Publicity following the
untimely death of Alan Brereton. Daryll and Derek are planning to launch the 2021 / 2022 season
with a display in Macclesfield Library between Monday 6th to Saturday 11th September. We
welcome Sarah Park, a new member, to the Committee Minutes Secretary role and Julie Henry to
the Treasurer role after she was finally able to take over from Derek Bailey following completion
of the RSPB Local Group Treasurer Training Course, held up by the COVID-19 lockdowns.
We will be holding our first fundraising event for 18 months on 11th November 10:00 am – 12
noon, when our bi-annual coffee morning at Gawsworth Community Hall returns. Please put the
date in your diary and come along to support your Local Group. The sales team will have
Christmas cards and other Christmas goods on sale as well as the usual raffle and of course a
selection of home-made cakes and jams. The Charity Card Shops at Macclesfield and Wilmslow
Libraries are also set to return – more details to follow in the coming months.
Finally, there will be no increase to the membership fee this coming season with Local Group
Membership continuing to be great value at just £15 per person per season. Please make sure
that Lydia is aware of any changes to your details; name, address, telephone number, email
address, GDPR preferences. Lydia also asks that, if possible, you pay your membership by
making an online banking payment, if you do not already have an annual standing order mandate
in place. Please see your membership application letter for details of how to make online
payments. Cheques will also be accepted if sent to Lydia together with a stamped self addressed
envelope for return of your membership card.
Lydia Taylor
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hank you to the 61 members and friends who completed the Garden Bird Survey (GBS).
This is an increase of five surveys over last season, reversing the decline seen in recent
years where numbers fell by four, nine and seventeen respectively. This may be just
natural variation or, my preferred thought, that we are all becoming more aware of nature
as we have had more time for reflection during the lock-downs of the COVID-19 pandemic.
This data represents the birdlife in our gardens and local area and is important to show how
birdlife is responding to its local challenges of food availability and breeding success in these
times of climate change and habitat loss. As in previous years I have compared the data with the
RSPB Big Garden Birdwatch (BGBW) both for Cheshire and the UK Nationally. The BGBW had
1,019,802 members of the public participate in the survey - that is over 1 million people and they
recorded a whopping 17,117,256 birds, that is over 17 million birds.
In our Local Group GBS, 71 species were recorded over the winter months, almost the same as
the number recorded in the previous year, although less than the previous three years, 77, 78
and 80 respectively. One lucky observer reported a lesser spotted woodpecker in their garden at
the end of February. This bird was probably hunting for food and the last time somebody reported
this species was the winter of 2012/2013 in a Rainow garden. Other birds seen in or flying over
just one or two gardens included: lapwing, common gull, cormorant, oystercatcher, stonechat,
woodcock, kingfisher and barn owl. Amongst the other interesting sightings were a yellow wagtail
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in Astbury, a hobby was seen while the
observer was driving in Alderley Edge, a
green woodpecker in Tatton Park, three
little ringed plovers and another yellow
wagtail at Sandbach Flashes in April, up to
nine little egrets seen regularly on a stream
near Alderley Edge sewage works during
January and February with more seen
regularly from November to January at
Bosley Reservoir.
Ring-necked parakeets were reported from
two gardens (Wilmslow and Handforth) and also at Dunham Massey. The editor also saw several
birds in December at Fog Lane Park, Didsbury. This feral bird is expanding its range northwards
and is seen in parks and similar wooded recreational spaces often taking over and displacing
great spotted woodpeckers from their nesting sites. The 2019 West Midland Bird Club annual
report that I received in August recorded this species in 59 locations across the West Midlands
with roosts attracting numbers close to 100 birds. So watch out for this bird in a park near you!
A farm in Marton regularly had pink-footed geese (30 to 250), Canada geese (80+) and greylag
geese (20+) feeding in the fields and flying over. At dusk, woodcock (4 - 8) were regularly seen
flying out from Marton Heath Woods to their feeding grounds nearby. Occasional curlew were
also heard calling as they flew over the farm through the winter.
Examining the GBS data for changes in the number of gardens birds that were present or
absent, we see that four birds this year were in all gardens: blackbird, blue tit, robin and
woodpigeon. Great tit and long-tailed tit dropped to 97% (7th) and 92% (10th=) of gardens
respectively. Other climbers in the ranking were magpie and dunnock to 5th equal, present in
98% of gardens. Looking back at previous years’ records, in the 2015/16 season the magpie was
present in 93% of gardens and since then has fluctuated between 100% and 98% of gardens
with the exception of last year when it dropped to 91%. I have no explanation for this.
Chaffinch has risen in the garden rankings from 17th (75%) to 9th (93%). While in the BGBW
chaffinch numbers per garden were down to 1 per garden, their lowest number ever. We don’t
collect numbers per garden like the BGBW but the comparative information Nationally and for
Cheshire gardens is 30 and 29% respectively for chaffinch presence. This data from our GBS
suggests the chaffinch in 94% of gardens is doing better locally. So keep those feeders clean
and stocked up to encourage this bird to continue to do well.
Other movers are the sparrowhawk to 59% of gardens from 48% last year, this is a near return to
the 62 and 63% of gardens seen in the 2018/2019 winters. This raptor has adapted well to
hunting in the back garden when smaller passerines come to your bird tables to feed. While
some don’t like the thought of attracting birds in the garden for raptors to take, it is nature and it
is probably the weakest birds that are caught.
The winter weather is probably the cause of lesser redpoll and brambling increasing their
presence in the garden, although other indicators of a harder winter is the goldcrest, redwing and
fieldfare presence which didn’t really change in our gardens compared to the previous year’s
winter. Sadly, no waxwings reported from any gardens for a second winter in a row. Generally,
waxwings were scarce in the UK last winter with the few that did come stopping in Scotland and
further north in England.
Birds that didn’t see any great change (+/- 5%) include the following: coal tit, wren, collared dove,
song thrush, kestrel, pied and grey wagtail. This probably reflects stable populations that don’t
move far and have found comfortable habitat to survive the winter rigours.
The GBS reflects local changes and later in this review a more detailed comparison to the
BGBW will be made.
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Turning to the summer migrant table (below), the arrival dates are similar to previous years,
nothing was particularly early or late this year.
The first house martin reported on the 6th April, was on the same date as 2020 at Bottoms
Reservoir, last year it was in Congleton. Since records began in 2006 the table shows house
martins returned between 19th March and 15th April with the majority of returns recorded between
30th March and 7th April, which during this nine day period was when our first sighting was
recorded. Sand martins returned ten days earlier than 2020 when recorded at Redesmere, a
regular place for the first sand martin sightings of the year for our members. This year’s arrival
date is roughly in the middle of their thirty-three day arrival date and comparison to the earliest
date table for 2021 shows they are the first hirundine to arrive.
The return date for swallows was 27th March which is roughly in the middle of the twenty-seven
day period we have seen swallows return since 2006. Interestingly, the British Trust for
Ornithology (BTO) reported the average arrival date for swallow at the Portland Observatory in
Dorset was two days later on the 29th March, so the bird observed at Chelford was an early
migrant.
The first chiffchaff reported was 28th February at Danes Moss reserve but this observation was
more likely an overwintering bird so was not counted as a migrant arrival. The editor may be
wrong with this decision because the BTO reported arrival date for chiffchaff at the Portland
Observatory was the 12th March. As the table shows the first migrant chiffchaff was reported at
Prestbury on the 9th March, three days earlier than last year and again a few days ahead of
Portland. As usual the willow warbler, a longer distance migrant than the chiffchaff arrived later
on the 30th March at RSPB Coombes Valley. The earliest really local willow warbler was on the 9th
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April at Tegg’s Nose with another at Prestbury a few days later on the 14th April. The Portland
date for willow warbler was the 31st March so again our records are a little earlier than the
Portland Observatory.
Only three cuckoo sightings, or most likely calls, were reported. The earliest was at Tidnock
Wood eight days earlier than last year, a second at Danes Moss was very obliging and several
members were able to see as well as hear this bird. The third bird was reported on the 1st May
but the observer didn’t give or report the location. After two years in 2019 and 2020 where six
cuckoos were reported it is very disappointing that in 2021 only three birds were seen/heard in
the local area. Did these birds perish on migration or their return wasn’t noticed. The BTO are still
satellite tagging cuckoos and more can found on this interesting study by visiting https://
www.bto.org/our-science/projects/cuckoo-tracking-project
The earliest swift sighting was 25th April in Prestbury, this return date is in line with previous years
as the table shows. Reports of sightings in Macclesfield started the week beginning 3rd May
and swifts were screaming overhead in West Heath, Congleton on the 12th May and over
Congleton Town Centre a day later. Whether these were the same birds is possible as West
Heath is only one mile or so from the Town Centre.
Looking at the Macclesfield Top 20 birds in the garden with the 2021 BGBW we see the house
sparrow tops the survey for the 18th consecutive year with 4.2 birds per garden. Blackbirds and
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robins have also done well in this years BGBW, both moving up the table and coming in at 4th and
6th place respectively for bird numbers.
Sadly, finch numbers have continued to fall, with greenfinch and chaffinch (mentioned earlier)
recording their all time lowest numbers. Comparison of the % gardens visited shows that these
two species are possibly doing better locally (93 and 64%) compared with Cheshire (29 and 12%)
and Nationally (30 and 11%) respectively. The Cheshire picture for these two finches supports
the National data and we must continue to support these and other birds by continuing to feed
them during the winter months.
Nationally, only blackbird was present in all gardens compared to blackbird, blue tit, robin and
woodpigeon in the Macclesfield GBS. Dunnock ranked 5th= in the GBS was 12th in Cheshire and
8th Nationally. However, if you look at the % of gardens Nationally and in Cheshire dunnock was
present in less than half the gardens surveyed compared to the Macclesfield and surrounding
area survey.
Long-tailed tit, which dropped from 100% presence locally to10th= was also ranked 10th in
Cheshire but only 14th Nationally. This bird fell a place to 10th in the maximum number present in
a garden statistics but was present in a greater % of gardens locally compared with 92 to 24
Nationally and 30 in Cheshire. This suggests that our local observations are supporting things
seen in other parts of the country.
As usual I should mention that making comparisons between the BGBW and the Macclesfield
GBS isn’t strictly accurate because the local survey is October to May and records weekly
presence yes or no, whereas the BGBW is a snapshot in just an hour for what you see and the
maximum number present. That said, it is still interesting to see how Local, Cheshire and National
numbers compare.
Finally the analysis of the GBS would not be complete without a look at our two little warblers that
sometimes stay over winter - the blackcap and the chiffchaff. Blackcaps were reported in 30% of
gardens, just a little down on the 32% reported last year. While chiffchaff was observed in 20% of
gardens a 7% reduction (27%) in last winters numbers. Both blackcap and chiffchaff were
reported in six gardens. Lucky observers: what is their secret?
Last year one garden had blackcap present from December through to mid April. In this survey
we had two gardens with blackcap present throughout the winter months. One garden in
Prestbury recorded blackcap every week from December through to the end of February, with
further sightings for one week in November and March, two in April and one in May. While in
Handforth, blackcap was reported for one week in December and every week from 8th February to
week beginning 29th March. While we can be fairly certain the Prestbury garden contained an
overwintering blackcap the Handforth garden probably had a bird that moved in week beginning
8th February, although the December record possibly shows it was in the area but hiding for some
of the time. So perhaps we did have two overwintering blackcaps.
The other garden observations of blackcaps were divided into one (8 gardens) or two (5 gardens)
for the reporting period. The single observations in November to February were probably of birds
moving about in search of food, whereas those from March to May were early migrants feeding
up on their way north or birds prospecting for nest sites.
The chiffchaff records fell into two categories. September through to November and March to
May. There was just one single record in the first week of November and as we didn’t have any
reports from then until week beginning 8th March, I conclude we didn’t have any overwintering
chiffchaffs. However, one observer in Wilmslow did report chiffchaff in September, first and last
week of October and the first week of November, then in spring every week from the second
week of March through to the end of the survey in May. No conclusion can be drawn on whether
this garden had an overwintering chiffchaff.
The majority of the chiffchaff reports came in April and were probably returning birds seeking food
to travel on or nest sites and partners for breeding. This observation pattern was similar to last
7

year and is encouraging for this species to find territories to breed in our back gardens.
I look forward to receiving your survey results next year. Feel free to ask your family and friends if
they live in our area to participate in the survey. While we increased our numbers by a few this
year it would be great to return to the days when we received over 100 surveys.
To save on postage and printing costs we are asking you to download the paperwork from the
email sent with this report or the website, it will be easy to find from September onwards. If you
would prefer to be sent a paper copy then please either telephone 01260 275248 (leave a
message if I’m not home) or email newsletter@macclesfieldrspb.org.uk giving your name and
postal address and I will send you the paperwork.
Ian Taylor
Garden Bird Survey Analyst
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wenty-two observers completed a winter wildlife survey for their gardens and the results
are shown in the table below. This survey was a continuation of that started during the
spring/summer COVID-19 lockdown to see what other visitors observers saw in their
gardens. As some gardens are larger than others it gave great scope for the larger
mammals and for those gardens that attract butterflies because of the nectar rich plants that are
cultivated. Easily the most observed mammal was grey squirrel and although people consider
them a pest for destroying feeders and raiding nests one should remember that, for children, they
may be their first experience of wildlife and should be nurtured. The number of fox sightings was
lower than I expected as this species has a reputation for urban scavenging, perhaps the
introduction of wheelie bins
Results of the winter wildlife survey
has reduced the availability of
easy food and they now look
No.
No.
No.
Mammals
Butterflies
Butterflies
elsewhere. Hedgehog
Gardens
Gardens
Gardens
numbers were down on the
Small
spring/summer survey which
Bat species
7
Brimstone
10
8
tortoiseshell
was not a surprise as they
hibernate during the winter
Field mouse
7
Comma
4
Small white
6
months. Two hedgehog
Green-viened
Speckled
sightings were in October and
Fox
5
3
7
white
wood
November, the third in April
and March.
Grey squirrel
18
Holly blue
2
Brimstone and orange tip
were the most seen butterflies
in ten of the twenty-two
Meadow
Mole
3
1
Common newt
6
brown
gardens. All except one of the
brimstone sightings were in
Stoat
2
Orange tip
10
Frog
11
the spring and the sulphur
yellow of the male makes it
Wild rabbitt
3
Peacock
9
Toad
2
easy to see and identify.
Peacock, with nine reports,
Shrew species
3
Red admiral
5
was a close second, with
again all but one coming in
the spring. Similarly, all the orange tip sightings were also in spring. In autumn the small white
(5), large white (4) and red admiral (4) were the most reported species.
Hedgehog

3

Large white

3

Amphibians

No.
Gardens

The frog was the most reported amphibian in the autumn and spring. No amphibians were seen
in December and January except one newt in December and a frog in January, these were
unexpected observations as during the cold weather amphibians hide away deep in the mud of
ponds to survive the cold weather.
Ian Taylor
Wildlife Survey Analyst
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Macclesfield RSPB Local Group Accounts
2020 / 2021

2019 / 2020

Income

Expenditure

Income

Expenditure

£650.63

£0.00

£1,057.27

£0.00

£1,900.00

£0.00

£2,212.50

£0.00

Meetings

£138.00

£658.94

£961.41

£1,514.09

Newsletter

£120.00

£92.17

£405.00

£189.67

£0.00

£0.00

£310.50

£0.00

Field Trips

£516.80

£516.80

£0.00

£0.00

Sales (Non RSPB)

£278.50

£60.00

£946.30

£467.77

£0.00

£257.43

£3,526.59

£3,741.60

Collections & Donations
Subscriptions

Fund Raising

Other

Total Income

£3,603.93

£9,419.57

Total Expenditure

£1,585.34

£5,913.13

Operating Surplus

£2,018.59

£3,506.44

Plus opening bank balance

£4,320.98

£2,814.54

£6,339.57

£6,320.98

Less donations to RSPB

£3,000.00

£2,000.00

Closing bank balance and cash

£3,339.57

£4,320.98

Sub Total

GROUP CONTRIBUTION TO THE RSPB
RSPB Sales Goods

£190.00

£6,661.50

Sales commission at 35%

£57.00

£2,331.52

£3,000.00

£2,000.00

Community Funding

£51.19

£2,223.66

Total Funds Donated

£3,108.19

£6,555.18

Donations

Prepared by Derek Bailey (Local Group Treasurer)

Audited by David Tolliday BSC
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s the pandemic continued throughout the season, Local Group and National RSPB
activities have been severely limited. As a result it became even more challenging than
last season to maintain revenue streams which is reflected in the annual reports. We
have maintained regular contact with members by replacing our indoor meetings with
virtual meetings via Zoom. These have been very well attended and I would like to extend a very
big thank you to Ian and Lydia Taylor for all their efforts in setting up and running these meetings.
On behalf of The RSPB I have to give very special thanks to all our members and volunteers for
their continued support in helping our Local Group to contribute a total of £3108.19 towards bird
and wildlife conservation during the year as follows:
Donations £3,000.00 to RSPB for causes that they considered to be in most need.
Pin badges £51.19
RSPB Sales commission £57.00
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A big thank you to Pam Woollen and her team of collectors for their contribution from pin badge
sales during a very difficult season. The enforced curtailment of our indoor meetings has meant a
lack of opportunity to display RSPB sales goods and the Christmas card charity shops were
unable to open, although we received a £100.00 donation from the organisers. A very big thank
you to Jen and David Tolliday for their efforts with RSPB sales in such difficult circumstances.
Thank you again to everyone for their efforts during the 2020/2021 season. Hopefully the
2021/2022 season will bring some kind of normality to the proceedings and let’s hope we can
make some ground up on what has been a problematical period.
This will be my last Group Treasurer’s report as I am not seeking re-election to the post. I would
like to thank everybody for their help and support during my tenure. Julie Henry will be taking
over from me and I am sure you will all join me in wishing her good luck and offering her our
continued support.
Derek Bailey
Treasurer
On behalf of the Committee and our members I would like to thank Derek for doing an excellent
job as our Treasurer. In particular volunteering to continue in the role for a sixth year at a time
when it was difficult to hand over the reins to Julie. We welcome Julie to the Committee and to
her new role as our Treasurer.
Editor

It’s Official! The Met Office Reports
That Our Weather Is Becoming More Extreme

J

ust in case we hadn’t realised it ourselves, in 2018 the Met Office warned that our weather
will become more extreme with greater variations of high and low temperatures as well as
extended periods of drought and floods. Indeed, as I begin writing this article on the
Galloway coast in late May, normally a reliably dry and sunny period for Scotland, we are
sheltering from torrential rain, gale force winds and temperatures of 4⁰C! The Met Office statistics
for 2021 say there has been above average rainfall across the UK of 171%, with Wales suffering
the wettest May since records began. By contrast, this April was the sunniest on record and 4th
driest with a mere 28% of average rainfall.
I haven’t written about our home weather station statistics on Blakelow Road since 2017, but
2018 began with a bang with the arrival of ‘The Beast from the East’ from 26th February to 8th of
March. The temperature here in Macclesfield was below 0⁰C from 25th Feb until 4th March with a
low point of -7.2⁰C at 10pm on 28th February. Not quite as low as the -14.2⁰C recorded at
Faversham in Kent, but with significant snowfall and wind speeds of 61mph on 1st and 2nd March
it probably felt as cold. Having recovered from that blast, a fortnight later we experienced the
‘Mini Beast from the East’ with temperatures of -3.6⁰C and gusts of 53mph. The remainder of
2018 was relatively uneventful.

2019 continued the trend of higher than average temperatures in the UK with record extremes of
38.7⁰C at Cambridge Botanic Gardens on 25th July, (we had a maximum of 33.2⁰C that day which
is pretty hot for Macclesfield), and the highest ever recorded UK maximum for December of
18.7⁰C on the 28th, a more seasonal 12.1⁰C here at home. Of course, this extreme heat led to
some violent storms with torrential rain. Cheshire had twice the average rainfall for July, and we
had our highest ever daily total of 2.36” on 28th July which was a precursor to the flood damage
of Toddbrook reservoir at Whaley Bridge becoming a national news headline and causing the
evacuation of 1,500 residents.
2020 also turned out to be another extreme year for weather statistics. Just to list a few: It was
the wettest February ever in the UK with 8¼”, it was also our wettest month of the year with just
10

over 7½”. To compensate for all this rain, Spring 2020 was the sunniest ever recorded.
Unfortunately, we couldn’t make the best use of the conditions due to the start of the first COVID19 lockdown where we were all confined to our local area. By early July, when the lockdown
rules were eased, we began to enjoy, or suffer depending on your point of view, an extended
summer heatwave with the hottest day of the year of 37.8⁰C at Heathrow, (31.8⁰C here), on 31st
July and a series of what the Met Office calls ‘tropical nights’ where the night time temperature
remained above 20⁰C in August. 2020 continued to break records, our wettest day of the year
here in Macclesfield was 25th August with 1.52” of rain. However, the Met Office reported that the
day after Storm Alex, the 3rd of October was the wettest day on record since 1891 with enough
rain across the UK to more than fill Loch Ness at 7,500 m³. We couldn’t manage quite that much
rain that day, although we did have nearly an inch.
If we thought 2021 wouldn’t be any more extreme, then we were very much mistaken! 2020
ended with an unusually cold spell, Christmas Day in Macclesfield had a minimum of -5.2⁰C and
2021 began with a generally dull and wet couple of months, although the north of Scotland had
an exceptionally dry and sunny, albeit cold, period. This was just the prelude to a couple more
record breaking months with April being the sunniest and one of the driest ever recorded, we had
only 8 days with any rainfall, so much for April showers, but that did result in it being the frostiest
April for 60 years with 13 days of air frosts recorded. This obviously presented a serious
challenge to gardeners and fruit growers with much damage to the blossom. Just to maintain the
extreme pattern of our climate these days, May turned out to be the 4th wettest ever in the UK
with poor old Wales receiving nearly 2½ times their usual rainfall. Despite June being generally
dry, many people locally noticed a distinct lack of breeding birds this spring, especially blue and
great tits. This was probably due to the lack of suitable food supplies of caterpillars and insects.
Good news for gardeners and vegetable growers perhaps, but not so good for bringing up a
hungry family of chicks. As Chris Packham pointed out on Springwatch this year, the average
family of blue tits at 8-10 chicks are fed at the rate of 35 caterpillars per hour adding up to 10,000
per pair of adults or a staggering 35 billion caterpillars across the UK! Our resident Garden Bird
Survey Analyst Ian Taylor should have some more detailed information on our breeding birds
from members elsewhere in this magazine.
As I mentioned earlier, I began writing this article in May during some torrential rain in Scotland,
and I am now finishing it at home in July during some more torrential rain having had over 3”
already in just the first week with 1¼” on the 4th and ¾” today and it’s still only midday! So, what
will the next few years bring us weather wise? I think I can guarantee more extremes of
temperature, rainfall and heatwaves, but hopefully not the dangerously extreme heat that they
have experienced in Canada recently with a maximum of almost 50⁰C, 122⁰F in old money.
Whatever happens, it will provide plenty of opening conversational gambits and some challenges
for our wildlife.
David Beer
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t has been a very strange year
once again for our Wildlife
Explorers. The global coronavirus
pandemic meant that face-to-face
volunteering was suspended
throughout the whole of the academic
year 2020-21. An entire season of
indoor meetings and outdoor
conservation work, a slew of public
and planned school outreach for The
Big School Birdwatch and UK Swift
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Awareness Week along with a weekend away with our members and their families, have all
fallen by the wayside.
Over the spring and summer the national youth team at
RSPB have been busy working on pilot reopening sessions
and, if the national restrictions remain relaxed into the
autumn, these will translate into a reopening of youth
groups across the country in September. Our team are
excited about this and have been busy working on our new
programme, venues and topics.
At a time when our natural world is facing some of the most
urgent and pressing challenges (including biodiversity loss
and climate change) it is more important than ever to keep
children and young people feeling their connection to nature deeply. We need the next generation
to care for our green spaces and take action to protect our wild places and treasured species.
After so many long months when we have all been (and felt) isolated from each other and our
surroundings, nature can offer us all great comfort and calm, a mental health first aid kit for
everyone. At Wildlife Explorers we intend to make learning about and caring for nature as
accessible and as much fun as possible.
If you know of any families with children aged 6-18 years
old who are interested in wildlife, nature and saving their
planet please let them know about Wildlife Explorers.
We’ll be running a whole host of nature-themed sessions
for children and families from September. We’ll be
following RSPB reopening protocols and working to
COVID-19 safe guidelines to keep everyone safe.
Our dedicated team of volunteers are looking forward to
welcoming everyone back- learning about nature and
taking action to help our local wildlife.
Follow Macclesfield RSPB Wildlife Explorers on Facebook and Twitter @Maccwildlife or
visit the website www.wildlifeexplorersmacc.co.uk.
All photographs in this article courtesy of the Wildlife Explorer Library

Tina Hanak
Wildlife Explorer Leader

This page has kindly been sponsored by:-

D W Mayer Plumbing & Hea ng
Over 30 Years Experience: No Job Too Small
Repairs, Installa ons and Service
Gas Safe Registered: 302581
Mobile 07773634289
Oﬃce 01625 462293

14 Westbrook Drive, Macclesﬁeld, SK10 3AQ
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wifts are undoubtedly the bird we all associate with the
Sound of Summer but their numbers are plummeting. This
year the annual UK Swift Awareness Week (3-11th July) saw
60 events, hosted mainly by small, local swift conservation
groups held across the UK aimed at inspiring more people to join the
fight to save these iconic birds.
UK SAW was set up in 2018 and is coordinated by Nick Brown of the Derbyshire Swift
Conservation Project. Over 90 local groups from as far
apart as the south coast to the north of Scotland are
working to keep these remarkable birds as a regular
feature in our summer skies.
Nick said: Swift Awareness Week gives swift enthusiasts
the opportunity to run a wide range of events aimed at
their local communities. Evening swift-watching walks are
popular and well attended but in addition there are swift
stalls, displays, Zoom talks and more.

Photograph Kat Mayer

In the last ten years there has been an explosion in the number of active local swift groups.
Most are independent of the big conservation charities, instead set up by individuals who felt the
need to do something to look after their local swifts, a bird which nationally have declined by 62%
in the last 25 years.”
Locally the ‘Swifts Over Macclesfield’ community conservation project is working to help
improve nesting opportunities for swifts in the Macclesfield area. The project brings together a
number of local partnership organisations (Macclesfield RSPB Wildlife Explorers, The RSPB
Macclesfield Local Group, Cheshire Wildlife Trust, The
BTO, South Manchester Ringing Group, and others)
working together to make a positive change for swifts.
Swifts Over Macclesfield are working to identify the key
areas in Macclesfield currently used by swifts in order to
provide additional chances for the birds to nest by
erecting nest boxes. In the medium term we also hope to
work with local authorities to make sure that planning
regulations consider opportunities for swift nesting (bricks and boxes) are
considered for all suitable new-builds and renovations.
Photograph Kat Mayer

Unfortunately, pandemic restrictions on volunteering meant there were no
local public events for UKSAW. A group of volunteers and enthusiasts, however, joined a
birdwatching class organised by Macclesfield environmental educators Nature Stuff in support
of Swifts Over Macclesfield and UK Swift Awareness Week. The session ran a week late
following postponement due to bad weather - better late than never!
Beginning at St. Michael and All Angels Church in Market Place, where swift boxes have been
installed in the bell tower, the swift watchers were treated to aerial displays from these incredibly
acrobatic birds as they sought out their insect prey.
After a brief introduction to swift biology and ecology the group took a short walk around the town
to look for areas where swifts were feeding and to observe locations where nestboxes have been
installed as part of the ‘Swifts Over Macclesfield’ project. Many members of the group were
particularly keen to see the boxes erected at Paradise Street - one of two ‘swift streets’
established in the town – that were installed in memory of project volunteer and swift enthusiast
Alan Brereton who passed away at the start of the year.
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Class tutor and Swifts Over Macclesfield volunteer coordinator Tina Hanak, said: “We have been fortunate
this evening to see swifts at various locations around the
town. Our session finished with some wonderful views of
swifts feeding above Christ Church. We are incredibly
lucky to share our town with these amazing birds and to
have a team of very dedicated volunteers who are
working so hard to keep swifts in the skies over
Macclesfield. This week we also had the amazing news
that our team have now installed over 100 swift boxes at
Photograph UKSAW
locations around the town. An incredible achievement
over a couple of very challenging years and a powerful tribute to our friend Alan who would have
loved to see these birds doing well. ”
Edward Mayer, who runs the website Swift Conservation, and who promotes swifts across
Europe, said: “Swifts bring our towns and cities alive with the sound of their spectacular
“screaming parties” and their fantastic aerodynamic flights. We need to keep this unique
experience alive and local groups across the country have shown how to do it! This iconic bird
has declined drastically and it needs all the help it can get. So join your local group or set up a
new one and start making a difference to our threatened biodiversity.”
Dick Newell, who set up Action for Swifts and who has been very successful at installing boxes
and getting the birds to use them, said: “Swifts can be helped easily and cheaply by installing
special nest boxes for them on existing properties. On new buildings it is simple and cheap to
install internal swift ‘bricks’ or ‘blocks’ just below the eaves as the walls are built. We urgently
need to encourage many more developers and builders to employ this effective way to help these
remarkable birds.”
TOP SWIFT FACTS AND TIPS
Swifts spend most of their lives on the wing, never landing anywhere except at their nests in
order to lay and incubate their eggs. They feed, sleep, drink and even mate on the wing.

Photograph Kat Mayer

Photograph UKSAW

They feed exclusively on flying insects such as midges, mosquitoes, aphids and flies and also on
airborne spiderlings. When feeding their young they can store as many as 1000 in their throat
pouches before returning to the nest.
They are essentially African birds, spending nine months of the year flying above that continent’s
forests without ever landing. They migrate back to Europe in spring to breed but set off back to
Africa only three months later. Swifts nest just inside the roof space of buildings, gaining access
either through tiny holes below eaves or under tiles where mortar has fallen out. They leave very
few signs of their presence and house owners can have a pair without even realising it. When old
buildings are renovated, have new roofs, soffits or gutters fitted, the access holes to the swifts’
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nests are (usually accidentally) blocked up. Loss of nest sites is probably the main reason for the
dramatic decline of these birds though the reduction in insects may also play a part.
External nest boxes can be fitted and there are many different designs on the market. See:
Shopping! (swift-conservation.org). With new buildings, it is easy and cheap to install internal
‘swift bricks’ or ‘blocks’ which have little visual impact, work very well and require no
maintenance. We believe that every new housing development should incorporate such internal
swift boxes to compensate for the thousands of nest sites which are lost on existing buildings
every year.
For more information on how you can help swifts locally please contact
Tina Hanak: swifts@macclesfieldrspb.org.uk
07870 804413
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anes Moss is a lowland raised bog located to the south of Macclesfield between
Gawsworth and the Macclesfield Canal and is owned by Cheshire Wildlife Trust. It
includes some mature woodland around the edge giving two main types of habitat.
The Danes Moss Breeding Birds Survey was started some years ago by the much
missed Alan Brereton. This year the group asked my wife Val and I to continue the survey.
Following Alan’s method we surveyed it 6 times between March and the end of July. We leave the
Lyme Green car park at 6:50am, walk along the canal and start the survey of the reserve at
7:00am finishing around 10:00am. As Val pointed out it is a struggle to get out of bed but it is
really absorbing when one gets under way. (2nd breakfast is permitted afterwards in our
household). The March survey was done by just the two of us because of COVID-19 but since
then others have joined us and more eyes and ears really help, (notably Phil Grice who has
turned up every time). We will be requesting volunteer assistants again in 2022!
The March survey was to establish what was there before the migrants arrived and some birds
(e.g. snipe and teal) moved on for the summer. In April and May the migrants arrived, starting
with the chiffchaff which was really exciting. Willow warbler, blackcap and whitethroat followed
and then the chiffchaff became less exciting when it drowned out the others. Among the highlights
were a pied flycatcher (passing through), cuckoo, sedge warbler, garden warbler and young barn
owls peering out of their nest box. A full list is below. In June and July the birds were more difficult
to see but were singing lustily. The survey finished at the end of July when the birds were both
difficult to see and quiet. The sound was mainly little contact calls that were hard to identify and
track down – but we managed reasonably well.
Barn owl

Coal tit

Great tit

Magpie

Sedge warbler

Blackbird

Common buzzard

Great spotted
woodpecker

Mallard

Song thrush

Blackcap

Common pheasant Grey heron

Mistle thrush

Swallow

Black-headed
gull

Common
whitethroat

Grey wagtail

Moorhen

Swift

Blue tit

Coot

House sparrow

Nuthatch

Tawny owl

Bullfinch

Cormorant

Jackdaw

Pied flycatcher

Teal

Canada goose

Cuckoo

Jay

Reed bunting

Treecreeper

Carrion crow

Dunnock

Kestrel

Robin

Willow warbler

Chaffinch

Garden warbler

Lapwing

Rook

Woodpigeon

Chiffchaff

Goldfinch

Long-tailed tit

Common snipe

Wren

John and Val Cutter
Danes Moss Bird Surveyors
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Membership Secretary

Lydia Taylor

membership@macclesfieldrspb.org.uk

Treasurer

Julie Henry

treasurerRSPBMacclesfield@virginmedia.com

Enquiries Secretary

Ray Evans

enquiries@macclesfieldrspb.org.uk

Committee Minutes Secretary Sarah Park

secretary@macclesfieldrspb.org.uk

Indoor Programme Secretary

Rob Cameron

meetings@macclesfieldrspb.org.uk

Publicity

Daryll and Derek Bailey publicity@macclesfieldrspb.org.uk

Equipment

David Beer

equipment@macclesfieldrspb.org.uk

Website

Joan Wilson

website@macclesfieldrspb.org.uk

Wildlife Explorers Leader

Tina Hanak

leaders@wildlifeexplorersmacc.co.uk

Newsletter Editor

Ian Taylor

newsletter@macclesfieldrspb.org.uk
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RSPB Sales Goods

Jen and David Tolliday

sales@macclesfieldrspb.org.uk

Community Funding
(Pin Badge Sales)

Pam Woollen

pinbadge@macclesfieldrspb.org.uk

Country Rustics
Quality Handcrafted Garden Furniture
Swettenham, Congleton
CW12 2JY
01260 224909
Browse our eBay shop country-rustics or come and visit us to view our
extensive range of products.
Family run business
Massive selection of bird tables in styles and sizes to suit all gardens and budgets.
Fencing and Gates all can be made to custom sizes
Seats and Benches
The home of the Hedgehog Hub- over 2500 sold!
And much much more

If you no longer wish to hear from The RSPB Macclesfield Local Group,
please contact Lydia Taylor, Membership Secretary- membership@macclesfieldrspb.org.uk /
01260 275248, confirming your name and address and stating that you wish to unsubscribe from
The RSPB Macclesfield Local Group communications.
Advertisements in this magazine are not specifically endorsed by
The RSPB Macclesfield Local Group or The RSPB
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